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ABSTRACT  
 
With a growing number of connected devices and an increased market penetration for wireless 

and cellular technologies, it has become more and more important to understand how new 

technologies can be leveraged in existing markets to further understand their overall impact on 

society as a whole. This master thesis aims to investigate potential business opportunities for a 

new communications technology within an existing market. This new technology, known as 

LTE-Broadcast, is an evolution of cellular 4G technologies, which allows content to be 

broadcasted throughout a cellular network. The thesis focuses on the digital signage market and 

uses it as context in which to investigate potential business opportunities. Digital signage, in 

short, refers to the use of digital screens as a medium for communication. This thesis therefore 

intends to understand how LTE-Broadcast can be leveraged as a viable business option within 

the digital signage market by perusing both a global and national perspective of the market.  

 By investigating and analyzing a global perspective and a national perspective, in the form of the 

Swedish digital signage market, a clear picture of the value LTE-Broadcast can generate within 

digital signage is achieved. This, consequently, allows for the identification and conceptualizing of 

a viable business model for Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) while leveraging LTE-Broadcast 

in the digital signage market. The research, conclusively, allows for a clear understanding of the 

model’s scalability.  

Ultimately, the understanding of the technology’s viability within a given market will influence its 

successful adoption in society and its potential utilization by MNOs to create a sustainable 

competitive advantage within the digital signage market.  

Keywords: LTE-Broadcast, Digital Signage, Media Delivery, SWOT, Business Model  
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 

Med ett växande antal anslutna enheter och en ökad marknadspenetration för trådlös och mobil 

teknik har det blivit mer och mer viktigt att förstå hur ny teknik kan utnyttjas på befintliga 

marknader för att ytterligare förstå deras totala inverkan på samhället. Detta examensarbete syftar 

till att undersöka potentiella affärsmöjligheter för en ny kommunikationsteknik inom en befintlig 

marknad. Denna nya teknik (kallad LTE-Broadcast) är en utveckling av cellulär 4G-teknik vilket 

gör att innehåll kan utsändas i ett mobilnätverk. Avhandlingen fokuserar på den så kallad digital 

signage marknad och använder det som sammanhang där för att undersöka potentiella 

affärsmöjligheter. Digital signage eller digital skyltning hänvisar till användning av digitala skärmar 

som ett medium för kommunikation. Denna uppsats avser därför att förstå hur LTE-Broadcast 

kan tas tillvara som en hållbar affärsalternativ inom digital signage marknaden genom att 

undersöka frågan både ett globalt och nationellt perspektiv. 

 Genom att undersöka och analysera ett globalt perspektiv och ett nationellt perspektiv – i form 

av den svenska digital signage marknaden – en tydlig bild av värdet LTE- Broadcast kan generera 

inom digital signage uppnås. Detta gör det möjligt att identifiera och konceptualisering av en 

hållbar affärsmodell för mobiloperatörer (MNOs) som utnyttjar LTE-Broadcast på digital signage 

marknaden. Slutgiltigt möjliggör forskningen en tydlig förståelse av modellens skalbarhet. 

I slutändan kommer förståelsen av teknikens hållbarhet och lönsamhet inom en viss marknad 

påverka sin framgångsrika antagande i samhället och dess potentiella användning av 

mobilnätsoperatörer för att skapa en hållbar konkurrensfördel inom digital signage marknaden.  
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1 Introduction 
For the past decades, the world has seen an exponential increase in technological consumer 

products that are wirelessly connected and yielding more computing power than every before. It 

is evident that Moore’s law on computing power has shown to be true, at least for now. By 2020, 

Ericsson expects there to be 50 billion connected devices worldwide (Ericsson, 2011b). The 

notion of a truly networked society creates high demands on technology, infrastructure and 

society as a whole. Part of this evolution includes understanding how different industries and 

markets can benefit from advanced connectivity and overall industry transformation.  

One of the connectivity technologies being explored is called LTE-Broadcast which, in short, is 

an evolution of cellular LTE (4G) technology and allows broadcasting functionalities through 

cellular networks. With this in mind, the technology will be in focus throughout this thesis and 

will be investigated in the context of the digital signage market. Digital signage refers to the use 

of digital screens as a medium for communication.  

This thesis will explore these two areas to better understand the potential relationship between 

the technology and the market. With the help of research and analysis, the thesis will 

methodologically explore the business viability of new technology within an existing market by 

conceptualizing its introduction and potential adoption.  

In the paper that follows, this thesis’s research will be thoroughly presented, explained and 

evaluated with the aim to add academic value to the understanding of the introduction of LTE-

Broadcast into the digital signage market.  The thesis will culminate in thoroughly outlined 

conclusions, which answer the research questions and presents concrete recommendations to 

relevant actors derived from the research.   
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2 Project definition 
This research thesis is part of a larger research initiative focusing on the networked society of the future, which is a 

collaboration between several organizations, more precisely: Ericsson, Siemens, the Royal Institute of Technology 

(KTH) in Stockholm, Stockholm School of Economics and Aalto University in Helsinki. This specific report is 

the second half of a two-part research project focusing on the introduction of LTE-Broadcast technology in the 

digital signage market. This thesis builds on research and development conducted by Ericsson within the area of 

LTE and LTE-Broadcast and further explores the technology’s business potential within the area of digital 

signage.  

2.1 Problem Definition 
Since the areas of LTE and LTE-Broadcast have and are extensively being researched, it is of 

interest to further investigate the practical business applications of the technology and how it can 

successfully be introduced into society. Therefore, it is highly relevant to research if and how 

LTE-Broadcast can generate value in the context of different communication contexts. One of 

these contexts is that of digital signage which although a relatively young area has already 

established markets in many different parts of the world and within different verticals. As a 

consequence it is of significance to explore potential business opportunities that can be generated 

from the introduction of a new technology (LTE-Broadcast) in an existing market (digital 

signage).   

2.2 Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis is therefore to explore the practical application of LTE-Broadcast 

within digital signage by identifying the viability of the technology as a business option within this 

market. The research will, as a consequence, add to the understanding of how the combination of 

new technologies and relevant business models can result in the successful adoption of such 

technologies within existing markets. This paper will then use this technology as a starting point 

and determine the value it can generate within the existing digital signage market.  It will then 

outline an applicable business model for leveraging the technology within the digital signage 

market and ultimately conclude by exploring its scalability. In short, the purpose is the following: 

• Analyze the value attributed to LTE-Broadcast as a technology within the digital signage 

market and identifying its viability as a business option. 
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Thus the objectives of this thesis will be the following: 

• Outline the value generated by LTE-Broadcast within digital signage by utilizing 

appropriate analysis. 

• Identify and conceptualize a viable business model for LTE-Broadcast in the context of 

digital signage. 

• Discuss the scalability of such a business model.  

2.3 Research Questions 
To successfully achieve the purpose and objectives, the thesis will aim to answer the following 

research question and sub-questions: 

How can LTE-Broadcast be leveraged as a viable business option within the digital signage 

market? 

• What value does LTE-Broadcast generate within the digital signage market? 

• Does a viable business model for LTE-Broadcast within digital signage exist? 

• Is the business model scalable and where? 

2.4 Focus and Delimitations 
Since scalability and market understanding are of importance for this research project, two 

perspectives will be explored – a global and national perspective. As to gain a global 

understanding of the digital signage market while having limited resources, this thesis will limit its 

research to the gathering of overall data on the global digital signage market. Research regarding 

the national perspective will be focused on one digital signage market – the Swedish market. This 

market is primarily chosen out of geographical convenience but also suitably indicates a high 

degree of LTE (4G) market penetration and the existence of a digital signage market.  

Further delimitations are related to the fact that the thesis will not do a in-depth investigation of 

the technical qualities of LTE-Broadcast or the development of digital content or signage 

hardware for the digital signage market. This is due to the importance of maintaining a overall 

focus on LTE-Broadcast and digital signage. 
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2.5 Definitions 

The following list includes abbreviations repeatedly used throughout this thesis. 

CAGR  Compound Annual Growth Rate 

CD   Content Distribution 

CMS   Content Management System  

DOOH Digital Out of Home 

DOOH  Digital Out of Home 

DS   Digital Signage 

DSNO  Digital Signage Network Owner 

ISP   Internet Service Provider 

LTE   Long Term Evolution 

LTE-B  Long Term Evolution Broadcast 

MNO   Mobile Network Operator 

QoS   Quality of Service 

ROI   Return On Investment  

SaaS  Software as a Service 

Wi-Fi   Wireless network standard 
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3 Technical Background 
The following chapter will aim to outline background information gathered on the subject areas relevant to this 

thesis project. The information that follows is therefore highly relevant for the understanding of the technology and 

market in question. This thesis therefore builds on it and aims to further understanding within the subject areas as 

previously mentioned.   

3.1 LTE 
LTE or Long Term Evolution is a mobile radio communications standard, which was presented 

with the 3GPP Release 8 (Ericsson, 2011a). 3GPP is a “collaboration agreement” constituted of 

different organizational partners representing the major telecommunications standards bodies 

who jointly work for the standardization of LTE radio access. This standardization effort started 

in Toronto, Canada in December 2004 with the aim to achieve several goals. These goals 

included reducing cost per bit, producing services at lower cost and higher quality, increasing 

flexibility in using existing frequency bands, including simplified architecture and open interfaces 

and maintaining a reasonable terminal power consumption (Ericsson, 2011a). From this effort a 

concrete list of requirements where presented in the 3GPP Release 8 for LTE. These 

requirements are as following: 

“Increased peak data rates: 100Mbps downlink and 50 Mbps uplink. 

Reduction of Radio Access Network (RAN) latency to 10ms. 

Improved spectrum efficiency. 

Cost-effective migration from Release 6 Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) radio 

interface and architecture. 

Improved broadcasting. 

IP-optimized. 

Scalable bandwidth of 20 MHz, 15MHz, 10MHz, 5MHz, 3 MHz, and 1.4MHz 

Support for both paired and unpaired spectrum. 

Support for interworking with existing 3G systems and non-3GPP specified systems.“ 

(Ericsson, 2011a) 

The first commercialization of LTE by a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) in the 

telecommunications industry was launched in December 2009 by TeliaSonora, which turned on 

its network in Stockholm and Oslo at first. Ericsson was responsible for the Swedish network 

and Huawei for the Norwegian network (Goldstein, 2009). The expansion and adoption of the 
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technology has continued and its market penetration has increased since then. Estimated 

expenditure of LTE technology reached $10.4 billion in 2012 and IDC expect the expenditure to 

exceed $20 billion by 2016 (Byrne, 2013) 

3.2 Increased Mobile Usage 
A trend several actors identify alongside the market penetration of LTE technology is the 

exponential increase of mobile broadband subscriptions as well as an increase in the number of 

connected devices. Ericsson suggests that by 2016 there will be closer to 5 billion subscriptions 

where 90 percent of them will be for mobile devices (Ericsson, 2011a). Due to the undeniable 

trends of increased mobile connectivity and broadband usage, Ericsson also predicts a future 

where there are more than 50 billion connected devices by 2020 which will deeply change the 

way society interacts, operates and does business (Ericsson, 2011b). Figure 1 illustrates the extent 

to which connectivity is expected to penetrate social segments and industries.  

 

Figure 1 - Timeline of the network society. Today's society is somewhere in-between the first and second wave 
(Ericsson, 2011b) 

The forecasting of 50 billion connected devices and 15 billion video-enabled devices by 2020, 

highlights the importance of network connectivity with effective and sustainable radio 

technology. Furthermore, the increased adoption of smartphones and tablets with mobile 

connectivity affects the mobile data traffic immensely which is therefore expected to 12-fold by 

2018 (Ericsson, 2013). This estimate is supported by Cisco (2014a), who suggests that mobile 

data usage is going to increase 61 percent annually (CAGR) from 2013 to 2018.  
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3.3 LTE-Broadcast 
As a consequence of the increased broadband consumption and increased customer demand for 

mobile services, LTE technology has been developed further than what the initial 3GPP standard 

dictated. This LTE evolution is called LTE-Broadcast, which is a single-frequency network (SFN) 

technology that allows broadcasting and is part of the 3GPP standard of LTE known as evolved 

Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services or eMBMS (Ericsson, 2013). The single frequency 

network makes it possible to receive a stream from the same frequency while moving across 

different cells in a network. This is very useful for a consumer that receiving a video stream while 

moving. For instance when travelling across the city on the subway. However, for the scope of 

this thesis, the single frequency network will not be further evaluated. This is due to the fact that 

most digital signage devices (especially on the Swedish market) are stationary and do not move 

across cells in a network.  

The LTE-Broadcast standard allows for “an efficient point-to-multipoint (PMP) distribution 

feature, enabling multiple users to receive the same content simultaneously” (Ericsson, 2013). 

This is illustrated in Figure 2 (below), where broadcast or multicast is compared to unicast. The 

main difference here being the fact that broadcast allows for the same content to reach an 

unlimited number of users in the same area but with limited channels of content. Unicast on the 

other hand allows virtually unlimited channels of content to be sent to several different users or 

devices simultaneously. Moreover, coverage of LTE-Broadcast can be controlled and limited to 

small areas as well as be expanded to very large areas. This allows for high flexibility when 

broadcasting content (Ericsson, 2013). Devices enabled with eMBMS or LTE-Broadcast chipsets 

can then choose the relevant channel within the SFN to stream, efficiently utilizing download 

capabilities without unnecessary battery usage. One of the main benefits of LTE-Broadcast is its 

ability to combine unicast and multicast capabilities and services. (Lohmnar et al., 2013) 

 

Figure 2 - Illustration showing main difference between multicast and unicast (Ericsson, 2013). 

Furthermore, since LTE-Broadcast builds directly upon LTE standards it is “supported on all 

defined bandwidths and formats of LTE”. This results in the fact that the broadcast protocol 
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does not require extra or separate hardware to what commercial LTE products with compatible 

chipsets include. The fact that both unicast and multicast features are allowed to coexist within 

the same network (Ericsson, 2013) allows MNOs the “flexibility to tailor the way content is 

delivered to suit their capabilities” (Lohmnar et al., 2013). Simultaneously resulting in an 

increased spectrum efficiency when more than one device receive the same broadcasted content. 

From a system architecture perspective, unicast and broadcast would then “coexist in the same 

cell and share the available capacity” which would allow for resource allocation based on 

network/broadcast needs (Lohmnar et al., 2013). This dynamic property of LTE-Broadcast also 

exists with regards to service, temporal, and location aspects.  

Moreover, the LTE-Broadcast protocol architecture includes a new element called the Broadcast 

Multicast Service Center (BM-SC), which becomes central to the distribution tree (Lohmnar et 

al., 2013). The BM-SC element controls the distribution and broadcast of content through the 

system while at the same time adding resilience to the broadcast by adding redundancies to the 

stream, allowing for instant data recovery. The system also supports 3GPP delivery procedure, 

which includes unicast file repair - allowing devices to fetch missing parts of files from the BM-

SC while reporting file reception. These features therefore result in a MNO being able to gather 

quality of service (QoS) reports and make sessions-quality measurements. LTE-Broadcast, 

therefore, “provides operators with techniques to deliver consistent service quality” (Lohmnar et 

al., 2013). 

iGR’s research (2013) supports the notion that LTE-Broadcast could significantly off-load 

unicast data traffic which would lead to potential savings in the billions of dollars annually. 

Calculations points at a 12.5 percent off-load of overall video traffic and 30 percent off-load of 

audio traffic attributed to LTE-Broadcast in 2016. iGR forecasts a bandwidth reduction of 9.8 

percent during peak hours, which would consequently result in a overall potential saving of $4.21 

billion in 2016 (iGR, 2013). These numbers suggest that there should be a clear business case for 

LTE-Broadcast from a MNO point of view. Something that is important to notice is that the 

introduction of LTE-Broadcast alone would not be enough to reduce the overload in mobile 

operator’s networks. Instead, operators are “adopting a range of solutions that includes small 

cells, off-load to Wi-Fi and the acquisition of additional spectrum.” (iGR, 2013).  

More benefits of LTE-Broadcast for MNOs include the fact that no significant hardware updates 

or changes are required by the network operators, only server and software add-ons are needed. 

Lastly, iGR (2013) suggest that LTE-Broadcast does not require the MNOs to develop new 
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applications or alter customer behavior in any way since the potential benefits of the protocol are 

mostly based on existing market conditions. 

3.3.1 Market Outlook 
At the point in time this thesis was written, LTE-Broadcast has yet not been commercially 

launched by operators in Western markets. MNOs such as Verizon (US) and Telstra (Australia) 

have started to field test the protocol in real-life scenarios such as to live stream the 2014 Super 

Bowl (Cheng, 2014). However, in 2014 the South Korean mobile operator KT launched a LTE 

eMBMS service, which features broadcast and multicast for multiple applications such as mobile 

TV and radio (Sahota, 2014). This service is available to any of the operator’s customers who use 

a Samsung Galaxy Note 3 and download a special software update. 

As previously mentioned, MNOs only have to do minor server and software upgrades to 

incorporate LTE-Broadcast in their networks. For customers to benefit from these upgrades, 

they need LTE mobile devices equipped with compatible LTE eMBMS chipsets. Such chipsets 

like the Snapdragon 800 series chipsets from Qualcomm are currently being deployed in the 

latest smartphone and tablet models. Devices currently with Snapdragon 800 chips include the 

Sony Xperia Z1S, the Google Nexus 5 and the Nokia Lumia 1520 to name a few (Qualcomm, 

2014). In the coming year or two most mainstream mobile phones are expected to be equipped 

with chipsets supporting LTE-Broadcast (Per Ljungberg, 2014).  

Although LTE-Broadcast is not commercially available yet, it builds on the LTE networks which 

have been “the fastest developing mobile system technology ever” (GSA, 2013). With 76 

countries worldwide with active LTE networks and 18 additional countries scheduled to launch 

networks as of February 2014, it is safe to assume that LTE will become the main technology 

MNOs will rely on to deliver mobile connectivity to its customers (Westwood, 2014). It is not 

unreasonable to assume that LTE-Broadcast will exhibit the same growth rate at regular LTE 

once the technology is commercially deployed. Combining that with the large number of 

upcoming LTE-Broadcast consumer devices should enable a fast adoption among both 

consumers and MNOs.  

3.3.2 Business Opportunities 
Since LTE-Broadcast delivers higher flexibility and capabilities within existing LTE networks, 

there are several possible business opportunities, which can be initially identified. Based on 

reports from both Ericsson and iGR, live event broadcasting and online video streaming are 

areas where LTE-Broadcast can be considered a potential business option. In these cases specific 
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audio and video content can be broadcasted simultaneously to a large amount of users, both on-

site and elsewhere. (iGR, 2013; Ericsson, 2013) The potential benefit in these scenarios is that 

this application would off-load overall LTE networks and on-site Wi-Fi networks while at the 

same time allowing customers to use their own mobile devices and guaranteeing quality of service 

(QoS). This application of the technology would therefore be most lucrative for content 

demanded by a large number of users at the same time such as sports events or highly relevant 

news broadcasts.  

Moreover, a service based on LTE-Broadcast could also be leveraged for general media 

distribution of pre-recorded content. (iGR, 2013)  Such content would be distributed during off-

peak hours for subscribers when “downloading” and caching of content is scheduled. This could 

also offload networks by reducing random unicast streaming of such content but would need to 

be incorporated into content services to be fully effective. Furthermore, LTE-Broadcast could be 

incorporated in the way machine-to-machine communication is done since individual mobile 

devices or utilities would be able to receive software or firmware updates during off-peak hours 

and in mass scale (Ericsson, 2013). This solution, on the other hand, would have to be 

incorporated into existing and future update ecosystems, which adds a certain degree of 

complexity when it comes to both software and hardware partnerships and relations.  

Other than the above mentioned business applications and opportunities available through LTE-

Broadcast, there are many more ways in which this technology can be leveraged. One of these 

ways is within the area of digital signage. Within in the area, Ericsson (2013) has initially 

identified uses within location-based signage, in-venue services and event-related updates as well 

as periodical updates, which could greatly benefit the market. 

3.4 Digital Signage 

3.4.1 Digital Signage Market 
Since the development and mass production of digital screens, display-based products have been 

introduced into several markets and industries worldwide. One of the areas that have seen 

significant growth and development is that of digital signage. Consulting firm Frost & Sullivan 

(2012) defines digital signage as “a network of displays that can be remotely managed and whose 

business model revolves around merchandising or advertising”. Cisco (2014b), on the other 

hand, uses a broader definition, saying that digital signage is “narrowcasting, retail TV, captive 

audience networks, out-of-home television, or electronic billboards” and “dynamically delivers 

information, including live and on-demand video, graphics, animations, text, and other Web 
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content, on a high-quality display to a targeted audience at a targeted time”. These definitions will 

be used when referring to the term digital signage throughout this thesis. Examples of three types 

of digital signage (indoors, retail, and outdoors) can be seen in figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 - Examples of digital signage (Clear Channel, 2014; Visual Art, 2014) 

Digital signage offers a plethora of benefits compared to regular, analogue signage. The dramatic 

decrease in cost for LCD-technology during the past decade has made digital signage networks 

economically feasible across a wide range of market segments (Want et al., 2012). Digital signage 

screens costs are expected to drop by 4 percent annually through 2016 (ABI, 2011). The screen 

constitutes a large portion of the total cost for a digital signage unit, which is one of the reasons 

why the average total cost (including installation, software, maintenance, etc.) for a digital signage 

unit is expected to decrease from $2 374 in 2013 to $2 194 in 2016 (ABI, 2011). These reductions 

in price should enable a wider range of deployment of digital signage units across different 

markets.  

Digital signage can simultaneously display information and/or advertising and offer an enhanced 

experience for the target customers, while being able to instantly be updated through localized or 

geographically spread networks (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). In the relatively short time period digital 

signage has been a viable medium, the technology has essentially been used as digital billboards 

or posters but the intrinsic nature of the technology can offer a range of possibilities that are only 

starting to be explored. One of these less explored possibilities is of increased interactivity to 
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simultaneously deliver value to customer as well as companies. By using interactive touchscreens 

companies are able to create a multitude of scenarios where customers are presented with 

information specifically relevant to them. This could be in the form of interactive maps at 

shopping malls and vending machines or to allow experiencing products otherwise not physically 

available (Want et al., 2012). It is generally believed that interactivity and real time content 

provides a richer customer experience, which in turn could result in more sales and higher 

customer engagement (Clear Channel, 2014; ABI, 2011).  

3.4.2 Technology 
Moreover, digital signage applications also allow for a large variety in both hardware and software 

solutions available on the market. The predominant factors that influence the choice of hardware 

in digital signage networks is display features, content management or media player capabilities, 

and connectivity (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). The content flow from in a typical digital 

signage network can be seen in figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4 - Content flow in a digital signage network (based on ABI, 2011). 

There are several different types of digital signage screens, each constructed for a certain 

purpose. Larger screens are more suited for public areas with a high density of people such as 

subway stations, malls, schools, billboards, hospitals, sport arenas, and so on. Taxis or elevators 

are an application where screens are smaller. While the screen technology of digital signage 

screens are the same as consumer screens one has in their own living rooms (LCD/LED), there 

are some important differences. The displays’ type of enclosure, glass, cooling system, and other 

components are crucial in determining unit lifespan, durability and resistance to external abrade. 

This is in turn significant while determining the networks’ total ROI, lifespan and operational 

use.  The commercial grade screens used for digital signage are also designed to last longer than 

consumer screens and are made to handle around-the-clock uptime, can be operated both in 

portrait and landscape mode, and are produced with enhanced bezels for extreme conditions. 
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They are more heavy-duty with thick enclosures made to withstand heat, cold, dust, corrosion 

and vandalism (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013).  

Connected to the digital signage screen is a device called a media player. This can be a 

commercial PC, a PC based media player or a non-PC based media player 

(Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). Smaller and cheaper media player devices are designed to 

deliver content to only one screen at a time, while larger devices could deliver content to several 

screens at once. However, even the larger devices are small enough to be mounted behind the 

digital signage display or inside the same bezel.  

With regards to connectivity, current digital signage media players are connected to a network, 

usually through a local Wi-Fi, cellular network or fiber connection. Manual updates through flash 

drives are very uncommon today and according to Digital Signage Today (2013), “non-

networked approaches have simply become a thing of the past”. Other than cost reduction, 

networked digital signage also creates added value through a much higher level of control and 

synchronization (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). The way units are connected in digital signage 

networks may vary depending on location, connection availability and digital signage application. 

These networking technologies can therefore be divided into two different segments; hardwire or 

cabled and cellular-based (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). The main differences between these 

are illustrated in the figure 5 below.  

 

Figure 5 - Main differences between types of connectivity (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). 
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Hardwired networks are typically connected through cabled fiber or local Wi-Fi. With this type of 

connection there is a high initial cost due to the need of investing in physical cables, plugins, 

routers and other devices but result in a lower ongoing cost since the cost of Internet 

connectivity via fiber is relatively low. Furthermore, installation and maintenance costs of 

hardwired networks also add to both initial and ongoing costs. (ABI, 2011) Based on the 

mentioned cost factors, hardwired connectivity is more suitable for locations where established 

networks already exist and are easily accessible.    

Cellular-based networks are, on the other hand, connected through existing cellular networks run 

by MNOs. These connections are based on 3G or 4G (LTE) networks and while 3G connections 

are readily available, “4G networking will be a dramatic game-changer in the world of digital 

signage, serving as the tipping point for cellular-based digital signage deployments”  

(Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). According to ABI Research (2011), “cellular is increasingly 

being positioned as a low-cost alternative to wired or other wireless connectivity,” due to the 

lower installation and maintenance costs. Because of this, cellular-based connectivity alternatives 

are more suitable for remote locations or where hardwire connections are not available. 

Limitations also exist with regards to “local availability of high-speed connections” which is 

crucial for transferring high quality content. (ABI, 2011)  

The main software connected to the digital signage network is called a Content Management 

System or CMSs. These systems are used to distribute and schedule content, remote control the 

devices and deliver proof-of-play reports (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). CMSs can be programs 

designed to run on Windows or proprietary software that is unique to one company and that 

company’s hardware (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013). Up front purchases and Software as a 

Service (SaaS) is the two most common business models for software focused companies, with 

SaaS becoming more popular in recent years (Digitalsignagetoday.com, 2013).  
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4 Method 
This particular chapter will cover and review the methodology used during the course of the thesis. The chapter 

starts by presenting and discussing the methodological choices considered and made to answer the research questions. 

Next, the research design is presented in detail where the method – including both qualitative and quantitative 

methods – used is described. The chapter ends with a critical examination of the main limitations. 

4.1 Foundation for Research  

4.1.1 Research Philosophy and Approach 
Within the realm of scientific research several different research philosophies can be adopted. 

Research philosophy refers to “the development of knowledge and the nature of that 

knowledge”. This is a significant point when carrying out research within the field of social 

science since the research philosophy affects the “view of the relationship between knowledge 

and the process by which it is developed”(Saunders et al., 2009). Johnson and Clark (2006 cited 

in Saunders et al., 2009) present the idea that it is more important that researchers are able to 

reflect upon philosophical choices and defend them in relation to alternatives. With this it is 

evident that upon such reflection the research philosophy adopted in this thesis is that of 

interpretivism where aspects of ontology, epistemology, and to a certain degree axiology are in 

line with the philosophical choices made. This includes, in general terms, a subjective view of the 

reality while focusing on the details of situation and “reality behind these details”.  

Subsequent to the identification of the research philosophy within this thesis, the research 

approach was inherently connected to the research question and problem at hand. Research 

approaches can be categorized into deductive, where focus is held on testing hypothesis, and 

inductive, where focus is held on collecting data and developing theory based on analysis 

(Saunders et al., 2009). In this particular thesis the research approach used was inductive since 

theory or recommendations are derived from the analysis of data collected through qualitative 

methods (presented and discussed later in this chapter).  

4.1.2 Quantitative vs. Qualitative Methods 
Generally speaking there are three different scientific research methods - quantitative method, 

qualitative method and a mix between the two (sometimes referred to as mixed method). 

Quantitative methods refer to numbers collected via statistical, mathematical or numerical 

techniques. This is the most common method in media economics and media management 

research. As of 2006 almost 60 percent of the articles published in media management research 
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journals used quantitative methods as their main approach (Albarran et al., 2006). However, there 

are several different ways to obtain quantitative data. Some researchers choose to collect data on 

their own, either through experiments or surveys. Others rely on already collected data, for 

instance through television ratings, government economic statistics or market reports. Regardless 

of how quantitative data is collected there is an underlying assumption that quantitative data 

could be used to systematically observe and measure the world, and that these results are 

generalizable (Albarran et al., 2006). The main drawback of quantitative methods is that in order 

to produce numerical results that are generalizable, the questions have to be quite simple and 

performed in a somewhat “clinical” environment. Thus, quantitative methods usually provide a 

“shallow”, but generalizable, understanding of a subject.  

Qualitative data, on the other hand, could be considered the opposite of quantitative data. It does 

not include numbers or graphs; instead it is focused around gaining a deeper understanding of a 

specific topic. Such methods produce information that is only relevant to a specific case or 

context. More general conclusions drawn from qualitative data are merely hypotheses or 

assumptions. Examples of qualitative methods are for instance interviews, focus groups and case 

studies.  

According to Greener (2008), qualitative methods are gaining increased acceptance in business 

research and other social sciences. Greener furthermore states that it does not make sense to just 

look at numerical data when trying to understand an organization, a company or a group of 

people. Instead, researchers must use qualitative methods to gain “rich deep data” that is context 

specific. However, there are certain drawbacks of using qualitative methods. Berger (2011) 

suggests that we must always be careful about accepting what people tell us as being true. Simply 

put there could be a difference between “the truth” and “their truths”. Berger proposes five 

“problems” that might arise when dealing with first hand sources and qualitative methods. These 

problems are (1) people don’t always tell the truth, (2) people don’t always remember things 

accurately, (3) people don’t always have useful information, (4) people sometimes tell you what 

they think you want to hear and (5) people use language in different ways. These specific 

problems were taking into consideration when designing the data collection and the interviews in 

this thesis. 

4.1.3 Primary vs. Secondary Data 
After picking the appropriate research method, it is important to decide whether to collect your 

own data (primary data) or rely on secondary data collected by others (Berger, 2011; Saunders et 

al., 2009). The division between primary and secondary data is independent of the research 
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methods, which means that primary and secondary data could be either quantitative or 

qualitative. An interview would be an example of primary qualitative data, whereas an annual 

report from a corporation would be an example of secondary quantitative data. Berger (2011) 

explains it by saying that secondary data is quotations or summaries from other people’s work, 

and primary data is when we do the actual research ourselves.  

Each of these two data types has their own specific benefits and drawbacks. The main benefit of 

secondary data is that it could be used to refer to “experts” or people that are known to have 

great knowledge about a specific field (Berger, 2011). Another benefit would be that it is of 

course less time consuming to rely on data collected by others than to conduct a completely new 

study. The downsides of relying on secondary data includes the fact that the data might be 

collected for a purpose different than your own, or it might be difficult and costly to gain access 

to the data (Saunders et al., 2009). Primary data, on the other hand, could be very powerful since 

the researcher could tailor the data collection so that it exactly matches his or her needs. Primary 

data also allows for a higher degree of control over the methodology and sources of errors. 

4.1.4 Sampling 
Sampling is an important step in almost any type of research or business investigation. Sampling 

means to only investigate a selected portion of the total population instead of looking at the 

whole market. The benefit of doing so is that researchers can “reduce the amount of data you 

need to collect by considering only data from a sub-group rather than all possible cases or 

elements” (Saunders et al., 2009). In some situations it could be manageable not to sample and 

instead to look at the whole population, but in most cases that would be too time consuming or 

expensive.  

According to Saunders et al (2009), there are two main types of sampling - probability sampling 

and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling would for instance be selecting every 

hundredth person from a phone book and ask him or her to participate in a survey. In this case 

the probability for a certain case or person to be picked is known exactly. This probability is the 

same for every single person in the phone book - one in a hundred. Saunders et al. (2009) state 

that the known probability of each case or person allows for “statistical inferences about the 

characteristics of the population”.  

The other type of sampling - non-probability sampling - does not allow for statistical analysis 

because the probability of each case getting picked is not known. An example of non-probability 

sampling would be calling all your friends and ask them to participate in a survey instead of 
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calling every hundredth person from a phone book. The important thing to note is that “you may 

still be able to generalize from non-probability samples about the population, but not on 

statistical grounds” (Saunders et al., 2009). In the specific case of business research or media 

economics research, non-probability sampling might actually be the preferred method. This is 

because in business research it is common to focus on a small, perhaps one, case with a specific 

purpose. In such a situation it is clear that it would not be suitable to use probability sampling.  

There are several different sub-categories in non-probability sampling, such as convenience 

sampling, snowball sampling and self-selection. Convenience sampling means selecting those 

cases that are the easiest to reach, such as stopping people those are walking down the street. The 

downside to this sampling method is that it is very prone to bias, since the cases become a part of 

the study only because they are easy to obtain. Snowball sampling is a technique where a 

researcher first picks one or two cases (people) in a population, and then asks these cases to 

identify further cases. This method is very effective when members of the population are difficult 

to identify. Self-selection means reaching out to cases in a population and collect data from those 

who respond. By doing so researchers make sure that they collect data from cases that are 

actually interested and knowledgeable on the subject (Saunders et al. 2009).   

4.2 Research Design 

4.2.1 Market Selection 
The focal core of this thesis project is to understand the digital signage market. To do this as 

efficiently and successfully as possible the research is divided into two market perspectives - 

global and national. As a result, research focused on the global digital signage market and the 

Swedish digital signage market. The reasoning behind selecting both global and national markets 

is based on the need to understand digital signage from a broad perspective as well as a country 

specific perspective. Since the global market is the sum of all national digital signage markets, the 

study considered all countries with digital signage markets as the population from which to 

sample from. Therefore, the selection of the Swedish market as representation of a national 

market was based on convenience sampling methodology, which “involves selecting haphazardly 

those cases that are easiest to obtain” (Saunders et al., 2009). This was ultimately due to limited 

resources that did not allow the study to expand the national perspective to include other nations’ 

digital signage markets. It is therefore important to note that the research is prone to bias 

towards depicting a limited view of a national perspective of the digital signage market (Saunders 

et al., 2009). 
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4.2.2 Data Collection 
Research on the global digital signage market has been based on secondary data while research on 

the Swedish digital signage market has been based on first hand empirical qualitative data. The 

global perspective was aimed to produce insight upon the overall market conditions, which 

includes segmentation, growth, and penetration. The aim of the research on the Swedish market 

was to acquire a deeper understanding of the market, the actors and their issues. 

4.2.2.1 Secondary Data 

As previously mentioned, during this thesis an extensive literature and secondary data study was 

conducted. As the main aim of this study was to gather data and build an overall understanding 

of the global digital signage market, the data sources used maintained such a focus. The 

secondary data used was compiled data, which can be categorized as multi-source secondary data. 

The multi-source secondary data in turn was focused to time-series based secondary data in the 

form of industry statistics and reports (Saunders et al., 2009). These data sources consisted 

mainly of reports by different organizations, which analyzed the global digital signage market 

independently. The sources of the secondary data were found through Internet searches as well 

as access to Ericsson’s internal report and document database. Saunders et al. (2009) point out 

the importance that secondary data “must be viewed with the same caution as any primary data” 

and they enable the answering of the research question. Based on this, any secondary data source, 

which did not meet the latter criteria, was discarded and not included in the study.  

The time horizon used in this thesis is something called a cross-sectional study, which means that 

the data collection is a “snapshot” of a particular moment in time (Saunders et al., 2009).  This 

type of study is the most time efficient since it does not require data collection over a longer 

period of time (a year or more). 

4.2.2.2 Interviews 

As part of the research’s qualitative methodology, interviews were conducted. The interviews’, as 

previously mentioned, main purpose was to collect qualitative data on the Swedish digital signage 

market. Since an initial research was conducted on the global digital signage market, the 

qualitative research of the Swedish market was based on the secondary data acquired during the 

previous part or the thesis process. The global digital signage market helped narrow and 

categorize the design of the qualitative research of this national digital signage market. It allowed 

the market to be divided into different types of actors within the value constellation and 

therefore identify the interview subjects needed for attaining relevant information. The sampling 
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process used at this stage of the research was that of self-selection sampling where the total 

population considered at this level were all actors in the digital signage market. Self-selection 

sampling is considered as a type of sampling where individuals or organizations are invited or 

asked to partake in the research and therefore voluntarily agreed to participate (Saunders et al., 

2009). In this thesis project, emails were sent to individuals at companies that are active within 

this market and part of the value constellation. As a consequence only individuals, which agreed 

to be part of the study were interviewed and included in the results. 

Moreover, interviews can be categorized in many different ways depending on the 

methodological philosophy one chooses to follow. Saunders et al. (2009) identify three main 

categorizes one can classify interviews in which include structured, semi-structured, and 

unstructured interviews but also recognizes standardized vs. non-standardized interviews and 

respondent vs. informant interviews. As this thesis is concerned, the appropriate classification of 

interviews conducted would be non-standardized one-to-one semi-structure participant 

interviews. This is due to the fact that a standard questionnaire was not used (making them non-

standardized) but rather a list of topics and questions were used to guide the interviews 

(Appendix 2). Semi-structured are typically less rigid and the order in which topics and questions 

from the list are covered varies between interviews, which was the case for this research. 

Additionally, since the interviewer directed the interviews they fall into the category of participant 

interviews (Saunders et al., 2009).  

Although all interviews fall into the same categorization and classified as one-to-one, the form in 

which the interviews were conducted varied depending on the interviewee’s availability to be 

interviewed due to time or geographical constraints. This resulting in interview formats varying 

between face-to-face, telephone, and internet-mediated. A total of 21 companies were contacted 

and asked to participate in this thesis research. Most of the companies responded within a week 

or less, and for those who did not respond a reminder was sent out. Of the 21 contacted 

companies 11 gave a positive response and agreed to participate in the study. These companies 

represent a subset of the actual value constellation and at least one actor from each part of the 

constellation was contacted in the initial stage. Due to dropouts and non-respondents the 

connectivity/operators did not participate in the interviews and will thus not be included in the 

results.  

All of the interviews were digitally recorded, either through a Skype function or with a 

smartphone, with an oral consent from each of the interviewees. After completion the interviews 

were transcribed from audio recordings to text format. The interviews were consistently 
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transcribed with as few alterations as possible. All the interviews were carried out and transcribed 

in Swedish. In the results chapter, however, quotes have been translated into English. A full list 

of the interviewed companies, their yearly revenue and number of employees can be found in 

Appendix 1.  

4.3 Limitations 
The main limitation of the data on the Swedish market is the fact that relatively few companies 

were interviewed. This limitation is partly due to the sampling method (self-selection) that was 

used. By using self-selection only the companies that showed interest and responded to the 

request within reasonable time participated in the study. This resulted in a high dropout rate, and 

some companies were excluded because they did not reply. During the first round of interviews 

roughly 50 percent of the selected companies did not participate in the study because of the 

aforementioned reasons.  

The high dropout rate suggests that there could be a risk of self-selection bias within the sample. 

The companies that responded to the requests might have been the ones that are exceptionally 

positive about the future of digital signage or open to new technologies such as LTE-Broadcast. 

There is a risk that the excluded companies would have given a completely different view of the 

market or the need for new technologies. 

While the total dropout rate was around 50 percent, it was even higher for the part of the value 

constellation that includes operators (MNOs). A total of three companies were selected (Telenor, 

Tele2 and Telia) and several attempts were made to get in contact with different people 

responsible for technology or sales. However, none of these companies accepted the request to 

participate in an interview. This means that the operators were completely excluded from the 

data collection. This is perhaps the largest drawback of the methodology and could possibly 

affect the outcome of the results or the conclusion.  

As discussed earlier in this chapter, when conducting an interview there is always a risk that the 

interviewees might not tell the truth. There is reason to believe that people might lie when being 

asked personal questions or questions regarding their own performance. However, the people 

that were interviewed for this thesis are professionals and were asked general questions about 

technology and the digital signage market. Thus, it seems unlikely that they should lie or alter the 

truth in any way.  
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Even though the secondary data is based on the works of professional researchers or consulting 

firms, there could still be drawbacks of using their data for this specific thesis. The main 

limitation would be that the data might have been collected for a purpose different than for this 

thesis, or that the definitions and delimitations differ from those in this thesis. This is also 

discussed by Saunders et al. (2009), saying, “The definitions of data variables may not be the 

most appropriate for your research question(s) or objectives”. This is particularly noticeable when 

trying to compare digital signage market data from several different actors. Since they all use 

different definitions and delimitations, their results differ with as much as a factor ten. This is of 

course a big drawback of the secondary data. However, relying on the lower estimates to be on 

the safe side rather than overestimating the growth or the size of the market could minimize it.  

Lastly, solely relying on the Swedish market for primary data collection (interviews) could be a 

limitation if the results should be generalizable to a more global level. Adding another larger 

market or a market with different characteristics would perhaps have increased the 

generalizability and the reliability of the results. However, this was not possible due to time and 

monetary constraints. To compensate for the lack of a second market the interviews on the 

Swedish market were extended to generate a deeper level of understanding. 
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5 Market Research 
The following chapter will present findings regarding the market research conducted during the first phase of this 

thesis. These findings, as previously outlined, are based on secondary data and focus on the digital signage market 

as to allow the answering of the research questions on a global perspective. Findings are presented in a thematic 

manner for easier understanding of the market situation and to clearer connect findings with analysis conducted in 

further chapters. 

5.1 Global Digital Signage Market 

5.1.1 Market Size and Growth 
According to Frost & Sullivan (2013), the total global market revenue for digital signage was 

$1.27 billion as of 2012. The average growth rate (CAGR) is expected to be 12.3 percent in the 

coming years (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 - Graph representing predicted revenue and growth of global digital signage market (Frost & Sullivan, 
2013). 

The numbers from Frost & Sullivan are considerable lower than the predictions done by IMS 

Research (2011), who state that global digital signage revenues amounted to $5 billion as of 2010 

and is expected to grow to $7 billion in 2013. Another prediction was made by IHS (2013), 

suggests $13.9 billion for 2013 and $17.1 billion by 2017. Additionally, ABI Research (2011) 

estimate revenues to amount to roughly $1.2 billion in 2010 and predict to reach over $4.4 billion 

by 2016. Methodological differences or differences in what constitutes digital signage could 
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explain the discrepancies. Independent of which source one uses it should be safe to assume that 

the total digital signage market is worth billions of dollars each year. 

The regions that are expected to show the strongest growth in the coming years are the BRIC 

countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China). These markets have not yet reach maturity and exhibit 

strong growth (over 15 %) and intense competition (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). Developing regions, 

such as Africa and the Middle East, are laggards in terms of digital signage market adoption 

(Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 - Global market life cycle analysis (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). 

Displays (LCD or Plasma) constitute the largest part (roughly 40 percent) of the digital signage 

revenue (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). Software and media players make up 25 and 15 percent 

respectively. The percentage revenue amongst these components is expected to be relatively 

stable during the whole forecast period (2014 to 2018). According to ABI Research (2011) CMS 

is the fastest growing market segment of the digital signage industry, with an expected growth of 

26 percent annually from 2011 to 2016. 

While the number of digital signage devices that have a cellular connection (3G/4G) is relatively 

low today, this amount is expected to grow fast in the coming years. Estimates from ABI 

Research (2011) show that the number of digital signage devices connected to cellular networks is 

going to grow by 40 percent annually with a total of 500 thousand devices in 2016. Cellular 
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networks are expected to be utilized in places where wired connections or Wi-Fi connections are 

unfeasible or even impossible, such as outdoor displays on busy streets, skyscrapers or next to 

highways.  

5.1.2 Market Verticals 
Frost & Sullivan (2013) divide the digital signage market into seven different verticals. ABI 

Research (2011) does a similar segmentation with just some slight differences. Thus, it seems as if 

there is a consensus on how the digital signage market should be segmented. These verticals 

include (from largest to smallest): retail, transportation, hospitality, corporate, education, 

government and other. The retail vertical includes shopping malls, supermarkets, brand stores, 

food stores and other types of retail stores. Transportation is defined as train stations, buses, 

airports and taxis. Hospitality includes restaurants, hotels, casinos, cruise ships and resorts. The 

corporate vertical consists of corporations, banks, insurance companies and brokerage firms. 

Included in the education vertical is high schools, universities and other educational institutions. 

The government sector consists of post offices, military recruitment centers and government 

offices. The last vertical is ‘other’, which includes everything that falls outside the six previously 

mentioned verticals such as the entertainment sector, healthcare, sport venues, leisure clubs, etc.  

As previously stated the retail vertical is by far the largest with a 28.4 percent share of the total 

digital signage revenue according to Frost & Sullivan (2013). Public transportation accounts for 

18.9 percent of the revenue. The revenue shares for all the other verticals can be seen in the 

figure below. 
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Figure 8 - Pie chart of market verticals (Frost & Sullivan, 2013). 

According to ABI Research (2011), the use of cellular networks will be most feasible in locations 

that do not already have existing Wi-Fi or fiber connections. It is reasonable to assume that this 

fact will decrease the chances that the verticals of retail, hospitality, corporate, education and 

government are fitting cases for cellular connected digital signage. Transportation and parts of 

the “others” category (perhaps golf clubs or amusement parks) are the two verticals left where it 

could be feasible to have digital signage units connected to cellular networks. Adding those two 

verticals together results in a share of around 20 to 30 per cent of the total digital signage 

revenue. The numbers from Frost & Sullivan (2013) also suggests that transportation is the 

fastest growing vertical within the digital signage industry. While retail (the largest vertical) is only 

expected to grow 9,7 percent annually, transportation is expected to grow 15,6 percent annually. 

Therefore it seems as if the transportation sector should be an attractive market for companies 

within the digital signage industry.   
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5.2 Key Findings 
Following list is a summary of finding from the market research.  

• Market size estimates vary between $1.27B to $13.9B globally.  

• Greatest market growth is expected in BRIC countries. 

• Displays constitutes largest portion of market revenues at roughly 40%, followed by 

software and media player at 25% and 15% respectively.   

• Cellular connected devices are expected to grow 40% annually. 

• Six main verticals identified within the market: retail, transport, hospitality, corporate, 

education and government.  

• Retail is the largest digital signage vertical. 

• Transport is the fastest growing vertical.  
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6 Empirical Results 
Following the previous chapter, this chapter presents findings from the empirical data collected during interviews 

conducted in the second portion of this thesis. As detailed in chapter 5, Methodology, interviews were conducted to 

gain insights and data relevant to and with the aim of answering the research questions with a national perspective. 

Similar to the previous chapter, findings are presented in a thematic manner for easier understanding of the market 

situation and to clearer connect findings with analysis conducted in further chapters.  

6.1 Interviews 
A total of twenty-one companies were contacted and asked to participate in this thesis research. 

Most of the companies responded within a week or less and for those who did not respond a 

reminder was sent out. As previously mentioned, of the 21 contacted companies 11 gave a 

positive response and agreed to participate in the study. These companies represent a subset of 

the actual value constellation and at least one actor from each part of the constellation was 

contacted in the initial stage. Due to dropouts the connectivity/operators did not participate in 

the interviews and will thus not included in the results below. 

6.1.1 Market Actors 
Six of the market actors are involved in the software segment in one way or another, either 

through proprietary software, modification of existing software or through a subsidiary that 

develop digital signage software. Geo Signage is an example of a company who develop their 

own software, whereas Clear Channel Sweden mainly focuses on owning and operating digital 

signage network and let Clear Channel International develop their software. Mikael Lavrell, 

Digital Specialist at Clear Channel Sweden, explains it this way:  

“We have therefore bought the source code and then there is a team of 8 developers in the 

U.S. that develop just for us at Clear Channel. Completely based on our needs and criteria. 

We schedule everything there and then it is sent from one place to the whole network.” - 

Mikael Lavrell (2014) 

Image Media Channel and Media Screen are two companies whose main focus is to develop 

digital signage software and content management systems (CMS). Their secondary business is to 

create the actual content and to provide hardware, maintenance and installations. In that sense 

these two companies provide a ‘complete’ digital signage solution to their customers. This 

separates them from other actors in the value constellation who have chosen to specifically focus 

on one or two aspects of digital signage.   
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“We usually deliver a total solution where we take care of the technology, screens, computers, 

software and content delivery. Sometimes we even create content ourselves.” - Bo Stintzing 

(2014)  

Other companies focus more on delivering and creating the actual digital signage content. TV4 

Out of Home is an example of such a company and according to Hansson (2014) their main 

business is to deliver content and sell advertisement. In some cases, for instance in airports, they 

also own the digital signage screens and handle installations and maintenance. Åkestam/Holst, on 

the other hand, does not deal with hardware at all and instead focus purely on the creative 

aspects of advertisement. Henrik Sjödin, Planner at Åkestam/Holst, talks about how their main 

focus is to come up with creative ideas, stories and characters. These ideas are then passed on to 

a production company that creates the actual advertisements that are displayed on the digital 

signage screens.  

“What we have is people who can design things but we do not have people who program the 

things that should be on the signs, there are other actors who do that" - Henrik Sjödin 

(2014) 

There are also companies who are focusing on providing digital signage networks or who are 

dealing mainly with sales. Joel Fredman (2014), founder of Brick Digital, explains that he started 

his company after he bought a single digital signage screen and realized how difficult it is to find 

companies that are willing to purchase advertising space. Over the years Fredman’s company has 

changed direction and today they are mainly a sales organization acting as a middleman between 

the digital signage network owners and the ad-buying companies.  

“We don’t own any screens today, what we have is exclusive rights to sell advertising space to 

media agencies.” - Joel Fredman (2014).  

As of 2014 there are 116 large outdoor screens across Sweden within Brick Digital’s sales 

network.  This is fewer than Clear Channel who started out with 123 screens located in the 

Stockholm subway system. Today they have expanded and own a total of 192 screens in 

Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. The difference between Brick Digital and Clear Channel is 

that Clear Channel owns all their screens, whereas Brick Digital acts as a broker of screens they 

do not own. The company Atracta uses a mix of these two models. In total they have 26 screens 

in their sales network, but they only own a few of them (Holmqvist and Norby, 2014).  
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Furthermore, Wallstreet Media is a company who has specialized in large screen digital out of 

home (DOOH) advertising located along the roads of Stockholm and Gothenburg. According to 

Jonas Svanström (2014), Digital Specialist, the content displayed in these situations has to be 

short and very easy to read. Wallstreet Media has a few screens in the more central parts of 

Stockholm and Gothenburg but their main focus is on traffic environments. 

6.1.2 Delivered Value 
When asked about delivered value, both Lavrell (2014) and Svanström (2014) emphasize the 

benefits of the digital signage medium. Lavrell (2014) explains that Clear Channel’s ‘Play’ 

products (their digital signage screens) deliver “more feeling” than traditional posters. The 

dynamic and flexible functionalities are also very important since they allow customers to tailor 

their advertising message to a specific screen at a specific time and place. Svanström (2014) 

supports this notion since he explains that Wallstreet Media’s customers appreciate the speed of 

the medium.  Their customers could at any time go in and change the advertising message since 

they have remote access to all the screens.  

However, both Lavrell (2014) and Svanström (2014) believe that even though customers enjoy 

the benefits of digital signage, they perceive the medium as a complement rather than a main 

advertising channel. It is common for large companies that want to reach out with a message on 

a national level to add digital signage or DOOH as a complement to TV or printed media. In the 

case of Wallstreet Media, whose main market is Gothenburg, customers often buy advertising 

space on buses and trams and then add digital signage as a complement.  

Fredman (2014) defines Brick Digital’s value as the brokering of digital signage screens. When 

large customers buy ads they want a large network, not just a few screens. Fredman gives the 

example of H&M’s media agency, which said, “This looks great. Come back when you have at 

least 25 screens”. The value Brick Digital brings to the market is to bring large and small digital 

signage network owners together and connect them to large ad buyers.  

Other interviewees had a more difficult time answering questions regarding added value and 

value constellations. When asked about value constellations, Svanström (2014) defines Wallstreet 

Media as being part of the content creation. However, Svanström also mentions that Wallstreet 

Media owns a large portion of the screens in their digital signage sales network, thus being a 

network owner rather than a content creator.  

The representatives from Image Media Channel, Media Screen and Atracta all state that they 

provide a ‘complete digital signage solution’. According to Bo Stintzing (2014), founder of Image 
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Media Channel, they deliver a complete solution, which includes the technology and computers, 

displays, software and content. Holmqvist (2014) and Liligren (2014) also state that they, in most 

cases, deliver complete solutions, which include every aspect of digital signage.  

“Basically, our way of working is to identify and analyze a need or a client who has a need 

and see how we solve it in the best way in which we offer everything from the a screw and bolt 

to a complete solution" - Peter Liligren (2014) 

“Yes, we are a total solution, absolutely. It’s important to be pedagogical and in a flexible 

and cost-effectively deliver the whole package.” - Daniel Holmqvist (2014)  

6.1.3 Partners and Customers  
Seven of the interviewees clearly mention that they work with advertisers and media agencies - 

either as partners, customers or through collaborations. Lavrell (2014) explains that they work 

with all large brands such as IKEA, SAS and H&M. Most of the time the contacts go through the 

corresponding media agencies and not through the companies directly. Brick Digital works in a 

similar way, letting media agencies represent all the large brands. TV4 Out of Home also has a 

close collaboration with the big media agencies and ad-buyers.  

Some companies also have hardware manufacturers and technical maintenance companies as 

partners. Wall Street Media, for instance, lets the company Robus Tech handle the technical 

portions and guarantee the quality, while they have a company called Media Tec who work with 

the hardware and maintenance. Clear Channel uses a similar model where they outsource the 

hardware integration and maintenance to a company called Megatec. Lavrell (2014) mentions that 

Megatec design and manufacture all the casings for Clear Channel’s screens in the Stockholm 

subway system for instance. They also handle the purchasing of media players and integration of 

all parts into a functioning system.  

Others have a more distant relationship to hardware manufacturers and retailers. Anders 

Örnberg, Sales Manager at Ubiq Solutions, explains it this way:  

“One should not confine oneself there at all. As a retailer, it's very important to be able to 

constantly be by the client's side. Quite simply, what is 'most back for the buck'. Moreover, 

technically what is best in each individual case.” – Anders Örnberg (2014) 

Johan Posse, who says that they do not have any preferred supplier when it comes to hardware, 

also supports this view. Sometimes they give advice or technical recommendations to customers, 

but they do not have any partners or permanent suppliers.  
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Some interviewees mention that they have close collaborations with public transport companies 

and airports. Both TV4 Out of Home and GeoSignage work with the public transport company 

Karlstadsbuss. Wall Street Media collaborate closely with Västtrafik and TV4 Out of Home also 

work with Skånetrafiken, Länstrafik, Swedavia and Norrtåg. Åkestam/Holst and STOPP have a 

close collaboration with each other, for example in the case of the Apoteket Hjärtat-campaign 

where Åkestam/Holst delivered the creative ideas that STOPP produced.  

6.1.4 Trends 
When asked about market trends, responses from interviewees varied both in detail and 

direction. All participants were able to identify trends either with regards to their specific areas or 

the market at large.  

"In general it [digital signage market] is growing a lot and traditional out of home 

advertising is being converted from analog to digital.” - Ove Hansson (2014) 

“TV and print have long been the main [advertising] medium but digital signage is growing” 

- Jonas Svanström (2014) 

Both Ove Hansson and Jonas Svanström identified the digital signage market as growing while 

other respondents identified it as declining (Stintzing, 2014) or stagnant (Örnberg, 2014). 

According to Bo Stintzing (2014), a declining trend in the market was perceived about 2 years 

ago and mentions:  

“Digital signage is no longer an interesting platform to sell ads on. Companies are buying ads 

for mobile instead” - Bo Stintzing 

Anders Örnberg, on the other hand, compares the Swedish market to other international markets 

and sees that they are growing at a much higher rate.  Jonas Svanström also mentions that digital 

signage is becoming “more and more accepted”. (Svanström, 2014) Although other interviewees 

don’t explicitly mention market growth or decline as trends they convey a positive outlook for 

the digital signage market in Sweden.  

Moreover, interviewees highlight shifts in the way content is being produced and presented. 

Johan Posse (2014) explicitly mentions content being created for the sole purpose of being use 

for digital signage. Marlene Hernbrand supports this when she states:  
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“Companies are starting to deliver content specifically to digital signage [...] sometimes we 

have to try to cut and paste content from the regular commercials but nowadays we try to 

create content that is tailored to digital signage,” - Marlene Hernbrand (2014) 

The idea that content is specifically being tailored in “smarter” ways for digital signage is 

presented by five out of ten interviewees. Sjödin (2014) mentions that he sees a trend where 

people are trying new ways of using moving images in digital signage environments while 

Svanström (2014) sees how companies are changing their messages to create "clear, simple 

messages with a higher recognition factor". Both Hansson (2014) and Posse (2014) highlight how 

content is being tailored more and more for different target groups based on data regarding 

geographic location, time, weather and so on. This dynamic way content is being produced and 

presented is also supported by Liligren  (2014) as he mentions that “there is little of a paradigm 

shift in how communication is done to different target groups” and many companies are working 

on interactive digital signage solutions. He also stresses how communication is “moving so that 

one is as close to the customer as possible” (Liligren, 2014). 

“In reality what has been requested is live streaming” - Mikael Lavrell (2014)  

Lavrell (2014) interestingly pinpoints a trend, which is highly connected to dynamic factors of 

digital signage and that is demand for live streaming content to digital screens. 

6.1.5 Perceived Limitations and Problems 
Further, interviewees were asked to identify limitations or problems they perceived within their 

area of digital signage or digital signage as a whole. Although all but two interviewees were able 

to answer the question with specific examples, some of the interviewees had a hard time to 

differentiate between inherent limitations and problems they have encountered. The two, which 

did not identify limitations, were Sjödin from Åkenstam/Holst and Örnberg from Ubiq 

Solutions.  

“We would like to stream our TV-channels live and then we would be need a lot more 

bandwidth.” - Ove Hansson (2014) 

One of the most mentioned limitations among interviewees is with regards to cellular networks. 

As Hansson (2014) highlights that to be able to expand the type of content on digital signage 

networks more bandwidth is needed. Posse (2014), on the other hand, mentions that they are 

rather “limited by cellular reception, to transfer live information and such but its not the 

bandwidth that is the problem, it is the cellular reception.” Lavrell (2014) also mentions 
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“technical limitations in 3G connectivity” as one of the main problems that don’t allow them to 

stream content live. Lavrell additionally explains that the way they connect their screens through 

the cellular networks does not allow them to utilize 4G (LTE) capabilities. Lavrell continues to 

highlight the fact that “there is a very high load on the cells” which limits what they are able to 

do. Peter Liligren summarizes the overall concern with cellular connectivity when he mentions 

the following:  

“Wireless [cellular] communication is a challenge since it sometimes fails” - Peter Liligren 

(2014) 

Liligren (2014) therefore mentions, “It is important that the information is accurate or that it is 

not distorted somehow or altered". 

Moreover, another limiting factor brought up by interviewees is connected to high costs, both in 

terms of connectivity and overall installation. Hansson (2014) says, “It’s expensive to expand the 

system” and that “telecom companies charge pretty high fees for data”. It is although also 

important to mention that Hansson (2014) explicitly states that “it is much easier if one does not 

need to install cables [...] and considerably cheaper.” Additionally, Stintzing (2014) expresses 

concerns with the high cost of hardware and says, “The costs for installation and maintenance 

are very high”.  

“Partially it’s the business model [that limits]” - Mikael Lavrell (2014) 

Mikael Lavrell (2014) brings to light the fact that the way their business and sales model is 

designed is limiting how and what they can do on Clear Channel’s DOOH network. A sales 

model, which is based on 5 second “slots”, limits what customers are able to do on the DOOH 

screens according to Lavrell. Joel Fredman (2014) and Daniel Holmqvist (2014) also mention 

limitations strongly connected to customer understanding of what is possible with digital signage 

in terms of advertising and reach.  

“I would not say that we are limited by the technology but rather by customers knowledge and 

willingness to use the medium.” - Joel Fredman (2014) 

Further more, interviewees bring forth concerns with the limitations they perceive with regards 

to software. Daniel Holmqvist and Nicholas Norby (2014) strongly express concerns with the 

fact that digital signage software lack the dynamics and features to handle advertising and are 

rather focused on “PowerPoint” formats of presenting slide after slide in a systematic manner. 

They also highlight the fact that “there is no interface for users”. Lavrell (2014) highlights the fact 
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that their content management system (CMS) limits what they are able to do since certain 

functionalities such as live streaming are not built-in. Since they are not part of the system they 

cannot do measurements or report showings of content. Marlene Hernbrand (2014) mentions 

that they “are worried that the current solutions cannot deliver the resolution or interactivity” 

needed.  

“We wish that they upgraded the screens so that they could support mor advanced solutions 

and higher quality” - Marlene Hernbrand (2014) 

Other factors mentioned by interviewees include the difficulty to receive building permits for 

new installations. Both Joel Fredman and Jonas Svanström mentioned this as a problem for the 

expansion of their networks and the Swedish DOOH market. 
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6.2 Key Findings 
Following is a summary of findings from interviews. 

 
Section    KEY FINDING 
 
5.2.1 Digital signage actors - The companies handle at least one of the following functions: software, 

hardware, sales or content.  
- 9 out of 11 actors within the digital signage market have more than one focus 
area.  
- The number of screens owned by each actor varies between the tens and the 
hundredths. 

 
5.2.2 Delivered value - Main value delivered through digital signage is dynamic and flexible 

functionalities. 
- Digital signage still viewed as a complementary medium. 
- Total digital signage solution is a popular value proposition  

 

5.2.3 Customers/partners - A majority of the companies collaborate with media agencies.  
- Some of the companies collaborate with hardware or maintenance companies.  
- Some companies chose to not have preferred suppliers, in order to provide the 
best deals for their customers 

 

5.2.4 Trends  - Perception of market growth varies but overall positive outlook. 
   - Out of Home advertisement is moving from analogue to digital.  

- Content production becoming more medium focused and content is created 
explicitly for digital signage. 
- Content becoming more targeted and dynamic based on different customer 
segments, location, time, weather, etc.  
- Live streaming  

 

5.2.5 Limitations/problems  - Cellular networks perceived as limiting due to issues with bandwidth and 
reception. 

 - Network overload in urban areas  
- High costs attributed to installation and maintenance of DS networks. 
- High costs of data  
- Business models and understanding are affecting the rate at which the medium 
is adopted and utilized. 
- Current software (CMS) and other systems are not well suited for digital signage  
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7 Value Generation Analysis 
The following chapter will present an in depth analysis of LTE-Broadcast as a technology in the context of the 

digital signage market. The analysis will be based on the well-known SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, and Threats) analysis framework. The framework will help structure the analysis in a 

methodological manner as to clearly be able to identify the potential value the technology can generate within the 

digital signage market. The analysis will draw from knowledge acquired during previously presented phases of this 

thesis project.  

Although highly debated, the SWOT framework has been extensively utilized to analyze internal 

(strengths and weaknesses) and external (opportunities and threats) factors but as to most 

effectively utilize the tool Piercy and Giles (1989) stress the importance of following “rules”. One 

of these “rules” is to use “focused SWOTs” where one clearly defines and strictly follows a 

chosen area to be evaluated with the analytical tool. Piercy and Giles (1989) state, “Attention 

should first be focused on a critical issue to our planning, rather than being global in 

perspective.”  

7.1 LTE-Broadcast and the Digital Signage Market 
With the aim to utilize a SWOT analysis, the focus of the analysis has been defined as LTE-

Broadcast technology within the digital signage market. Since the analytical framework is divided 

into internal and external aspects it is appropriate that the strengths and weaknesses reflect the 

technology while the opportunities and threats reflect the digital signage market. 

7.1.1 Overview 
Table 1 (below) is an overview of the SWOT analysis matrix and includes the key aspects within 

each area the analysis touches upon. The outlined analysis is described in detail in the subsequent 

sections of this chapter.  
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Table 1- Summary of SWOT analysis 

7.1.2 Strengths 
As presented in chapter 3, LTE-Broadcast has many different benefits and strengths as a 

technology. The main strength of the technology is clearly the ability to broadcast content or data 

to an unlimited amount of users or devices at the same time. Allowing the efficient utilization of 

the same network capacity and capabilities as if sending the information to one particular user or 

device. The protocol also has built-in quality of service (QoS), which guarantees both quality and 

delivery of content with the help of signal redundancies and delivery reporting through unicast 

communication. The technology allows all this while utilizing the same LTE bandwidth and 

spectrum, which allows for much better data-rates than 3G predecessors. 

Furthermore, LTE-Broadcast’s other significant strength is with regards to its dynamic 

properties. The technology allows for multi-content support in the sense that there is no inherent 

limitation in the media or information format. A wide range of data can be broadcasted, all from 

video and audio to firm and software updates. These dynamic properties are also applied to 

broadcasting in regards to time, location and service. Data can be broadcasted during specific 

times, within specific geographical areas and on different channels. 

Lastly, the protocol allows for all these benefits to coexist with existing unicast LTE and 

utilization of both unicast and multicast can be manipulated to deliver demanded capabilities. 

This is further strengthened with the fact that the technology builds on existing LTE 

infrastructure with only minor software and hardware updates needed. 
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7.1.3 Weaknesses 
In contrast, although not overwhelming, LTE-Broadcast technology does present some 

weaknesses in the context of the digital signage market. As mentioned earlier, this broadcast 

technology builds on LTE technology already established within mobile networks and mobile 

handsets but require the latest cutting edge chipsets to be able to function optimally. This makes 

it challenging for technology to be fully leveraged in the market as it is at the current state. Along 

side this, the broadcast technology is currently not widely commercially available making it nearly 

impossible for companies to leverage or adapt it for the purpose of digital signage.  

Technologically wise, LTE-Broadcast has weaknesses due to the limited amount of channels it 

can broadcast simultaneously. This limiting factor creates drawbacks for the technology 

compared to alternative technologies such as fiber.   

To be able to utilize the broadcast technology, MNOs have to do minor software and system 

updates but for it to be utilized for digital signage system upgrades are needed for content 

management and content delivery systems as well. This creates problems for network owners 

since the software currently available for digital signage are not tailored to broadcast content in a 

simple and effective way. This would therefore mean that software packages or APIs would be 

needed to easily integrate broadcast functions into current systems.  

7.1.4 Opportunities 
Within the digital signage market, there are clear opportunities for LTE-Broadcast technology. 

On a global level opportunities exist since secondary data has shown the digital signage market to 

be a young but growing market that is expected to significantly develop within the next five years. 

For the technology in focus, the portion of the market that is most interesting is that based on 

mobile connectivity, which is expected to see a growth of forty percent annually according to 

reports from ABI Research (2011). Additionally, secondary data shows that large markets in 

developing countries such as BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) are experiencing growth 

within digital signage.  

Further, research on the Swedish digital signage market has shown that mobile network operators 

offer generic connectivity solutions to the digital signage market and lack solutions that focus on 

content delivery. This allows LTE-Broadcast to be leveraged as a connectivity solution where 

MNOs can simultaneously offer multicast and unicast solutions to different markets. Research 

has also shown that one of the main problems experienced is the lack of connectivity or capacity 
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in urban areas where cellular traffic is a regular concern. This would therefore be an opportunity 

for the technology to meet demands on better content delivery and better network efficiency. 

Lastly, interviews have shown that installation costs of digital signage are perceived as 

significantly high and in remote or hard to reach areas, cabled connectivity increases costs 

dramatically. In this sense, opportunities exist in areas where connectivity options are limited or 

costly.  

7.1.5 Threats 
Although market opportunities are evident, certain threats to LTE-Broadcast are present within 

the digital signage market. First, with regards to accessibility and availability of alternative 

connectivity, hardline or fiber connectivity is a threat in the sense that the technologies are widely 

incorporated and easily installed in indoor areas or new buildings. This narrows the market share 

LTE-Broadcast can potentially take since hardline connectivity is a direct alternative to the 

proposed technology. 

Further, research has shown that in the Swedish digital signage market there is a relatively low 

device density which is due to different factors and ultimately threatens the effectiveness of the 

broadcast function the technology has and as a consequence its effectiveness in decreasing 

network overload. One of the factors identified which negatively affects market growth in 

Sweden is the low acceptance and understanding of digital signage as a communications and sales 

medium. This is therefore a potential threat for LTE-Broadcast since the adoption of the 

technology within this market is largely reliant on market growth. It is also evident that 

understanding is limited due to the fact that current digital signage advertising business models 

are not designed to effectively sell dynamic or interactive content.  

Market trends are highly relevant for the identification of threats within the digital signage 

market. One of the trends identified during the course of this thesis has been that of tailored or 

dynamic advertising or communications. This trend threatens the usefulness of the broadcast 

functionality of the technology in question and could therefore negatively affect its success in the 

market.  

Lastly, threats within the market also exist with regards to digital signage software actors due to 

the fact that their products are not optimized for broadcasting content and therefore may 

potential be reluctant to accept a new/different communications technology.  
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8 Business Modeling 
In the chapter that follows, focus will lie upon business models and business modeling as a tool to identify and 

outline a business opportunity for LTE-Broadcast within the digital signage market. Therefore, it will include both 

analysis and discussion. The chapter will start with an overview and background of business models to more 

pedagogically present the framework with which the thesis aims to achieve the objective regarding identifying a 

business model suitable for LTE-Broadcast.  

8.1 Theoretical Background 
Although business modeling has become central to the 21st century way of analyzing business 

opportunities and situations there is a significant spread and no widely accepted definition. In 

literature, the view on business model varies, both in the general sense of the term and the 

modular separation of aspects it entails. Joan Margetta (2002), in a general way, suggests business 

models are the “stories that explain how enterprises work” and draws from Peter Drucker’s view 

where business models answer questions such as; “Who is the customer and what does the 

customer value?” and “How do we make money in this business?” While others, summarized by 

Casadesus-Mansanell & Ricart (2010), see business models as “the logic of the firm, the way it 

operates and how it creates value for its stakeholders”. Further, literature suggests business 

models are essentially a combination of elements or modules that define an overall business 

proposition. Johnson et al (2008), for example, state that a business model “consists of four 

interlocking elements that, taken together, create and deliver value.” This is also in line with 

Osterwalder & Pigneur’s definition: 

“A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and 

captures value.” – Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010)  

Mason & Spring (2011) point out that the majority of research on business models regards them 

as a combination of elements that describe, “how business is done” and therefore seek to identify 

“underlying elements or components”. Drawing from this, Mason & Spring (2011) conclude that 

“cornerstones of business models can be summarized as 1) technology, 2) market offering, and 3) 

network architecture.”  

Beyond understanding and reaching consensus on a definition for business model it is essential 

to understand the importance of business models. Magretta (2002) exemplifies this very clearly in 

her writing, “Why Business Models Matter”, where she states, “a successful business models 

represents a better way [of doing business] than the existing alternatives”. Other than clearly 
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showing what works and what does not in the context of a business situation, “business 

modeling is the managerial equivalent of the scientific method – you start with a hypothesis, 

which you then test in action and revise when necessary.” This notion therefore supports the use 

of business models as a methodological tool when investigating the plausibility of successful 

adoption of a new technology in a given market.  

Furthermore, to understand the practical application of business models in organizations it is 

important to understand the relationship between strategy and business models. Porter (1996) 

defines strategy as “the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a different set of 

activities”. Casadesus-Mansanell & Ricart (2010) further connect this idea to the notion of 

business models by stating that “strategy is a firm’s contingent plan as to the business model it 

will use,” and elaborate by saying that a business model reflects an organization’s reflection of its 

“realized strategy”. This is due to the notion that strategy is the “contingent plan as to how the 

business model should be configured”. This points to the idea that there should always be a 

strategic element in the development of business models.  

8.1.1 Business Model Canvas 
As shown, the notion of business models is complex, multi faceted and potentially 

overwhelming. With the aim to more methodologically examine the business model in the 

context of this thesis a framework must be used. Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) developed a 

business model framework concept called the “Business Model Canvas” which reflects the above 

described notion of business models by examining nine components or “building blocks”. 

Osterwalder & Pigneur believe that a “shared language” is needed to “easily describe and 

manipulate business models to create new strategic alternatives.”   

The nine components cover, according to Osterwalder & Pigneur, the main areas of businesses. 

The “building blocks” of the framework include; 1) customer segments which aims to identify 

profitable customers that will be the focus of the model, 2) the value proposition, which focuses 

on describing that which creates value for the customer segments and is the “reason why 

customers turn to one company over another”, 3) channels through which the “company 

communicates and reaches its customer segments”, 4) the customer relationships that “describes 

the type of relationship a company” has with its customers , 5) the revenue streams, which 

represents how a company will generate income, 6) key resources that are essential assets needed 

for the model to function, 7) key activities, which are basically things the organization is required 

to do for the model to work, 8) the key partnerships, which represents the “network of suppliers 
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and partners” needed, and 9) the cost structure which reflects all costs attributed to the operation 

of the business model.  

8.2 A LTE-Broadcast Business Model 
The business model that follows is derived from the data collected and analysis done in previous 

chapters of this thesis project. As mentioned, the model is based on the Business Model Canvas by 

Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) and is therefore divided into nine sub-categories. Based on work 

by Bergendahl (2014) it is evident that the only natural positioning for LTE-Broadcast within the 

digital signage value constellation and market is within the connectivity category and therefore 

the business model below has been designed to be effectively leveraged by MNOs within that 

market. Although there are certainly many different ways to build a business model around LTE-

Broadcast as a technology, research and analysis has shown that the model below is the approach 

which has the highest chance for success within the digital signage market.  

Figure 9 displays the business model in form of a canvas, which includes the nine categories of 

the business model. These categories will be explored in detail throughout this chapter to fully 

explain the proposed business model. Note that a color-coding has been used to differentiate 

between elements in the business model with regard specific customer segments and all 

segments.  

 

Figure 9 - Business model canvas: LTE-Broadcast business model for MNOs in digital signage market. 
Illustration based on framework by Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010). 
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8.2.1 Customer Segments 
Since the focus of this model is with regards to the already defined digital signage market it is 

important to understand that the market itself is niche and therefore must be regarded as such. 

Based on research by Bergendahl (2014), it is evident that the only portion of this niche market 

that can be regarded as customers for MNOs are actors in the center of value constellation (see 

Appendix 3). These customers can then further be divided into two different segments, which 

will be regarded as DOOH and Digital Signage Network Owners. This is due to the fact that 

although these customer segments both work with digital signage is it clear that their needs are 

slightly different and therefore must be regarded slightly differently throughout the business 

model.  

DOOH customers are customers who are network owners but work with these networks 

exclusively to deliver digital out of home advertising. DOOHs use digital signage networks to 

display advertising content to a mass audience in public areas through a number of digital screens 

and leverage content delivery to reduce costs and maximize profits. These actors become more 

attractive to advertisers the more dynamically and targeting they can display content on a large 

scale and therefore are a customer segment which would greatly benefit from the technology at 

hand.  

The Digital Signage Network Owners (DSNO), on the other hand, are network owners, which 

do not use digital signage exclusively for advertising purposes; these can include in-store retail 

signage to hospitality signage. DSNO’s networks are concentrated to certain geographical areas 

and usually utilize a smaller number of screens. Although in some cases actors may own larger 

networks e.g. larger corporations that have standardized nationwide communication channels. 

These actors are therefore more concerned with quality and guarantee that their content is being 

delivered.  

Moreover, these two customer segments can be categorized as business to business (B2B) or 

business to customer (B2C) since DOOHs deliver value to other businesses or customers while 

Network Owners are for the most part end customers with regards to digital signage. 

8.2.2 Value Proposition 
The value proposition is, as previously explained, the heart of the business model canvas due to 

its importance in the designing of a business model. Based on the fact that the business model is 

designed for MNOs within the digital signage market it is important that the value proposition be 

highly service oriented and not product oriented. Although LTE-Broadcast is the core 
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technology for the business model to function, it is not the technology itself which will be of 

value to the customer segments, it is the service which the technology allows the MNOs to 

deliver value. As the SWOT analysis brought to light, LTE-Broadcast has significant strengths 

which can be can be grouped into two categories. The first being with regards to media delivery 

where the technology allows for quality of service and multi-content support and is a value 

proposition not currently being delivered to the customer segments in question. This proposition 

is therefore interesting for both segments and should be regarded as the main selling point for 

this market. Secondly, LTE-Broadcast can allow MNOs to broadcast content to an unlimited 

amount of units through the current mobile LTE network in a way which can increases network 

efficiency without significantly increasing costs. The proposition can be labeled as dynamic 

broadcast due to the dynamic properties the technology allows content broadcasting to leverage 

throughout the mobile network. Different form Media Delivery, Dynamic Broadcast is the 

portion of the value proposition which, based on research, is not directly relevant for Network 

Owners but could be interesting for DOOHs if it results in cost reduction for their part as well. 

The overall value proposition should therefore be focused to deliver a differentiated service, 

which can guarantee content delivery independent of the number of devices or units and that can 

be dynamically adjusted in real time or based on predefined parameters.  

8.2.3 Channels 
Due to the fact the model is meant to be leveraged by MNOs, the main channels that should be 

used to reach the customer segments with the value proposition should be direct channels in the 

form of existing corporate sales channels which already have a sales force, sales platform and 

points for retail sales depending on the MNO in question. Additionally, it is important to include 

partner channels as a key way to reach and maintain a relationship with the customer segments 

since partners within the digital signage market can significantly increase the chances for success.  

8.2.4 Customer Relationships 
The relationship the MNOs must have with the customer segments will be of great importance 

due to the novelty of the technology and the value it can deliver. For the technology to truly be 

leveraged and therefore allow for an increased overall network efficiency, MNOs must have a 

strong relationship with its customer base in the context of this value proposition.  It will also be 

crucial for the acquisition and retention of customers.  

Furthermore, strong relationships will be crucial to deliver the value proposition since the service 

will need to be iterated and adjusted to find synergies between the MNOs and the customer 
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segments. Bergendahl (2014) confirms this when he argues that there is a lack of value co-

creation within the digital signage market.  

8.2.5 Revenue Streams 
For this model to succeed it is critical that it is able to capture value so to make the business 

economically viable. Due to the nature of the value proposition, it is most natural that the bulk of 

the revenue streams come from service fees the customers that pay for the value proposition. 

These fees should be designed as usage fees and depend solely on the usage of the service at 

hand. Furthermore, since it is of strategic importance that the service be differentiated, it is also 

important that the pricing model also be differentiated. This is even more so when it comes to 

the Dynamic Broadcast proposition where the fees should be based on content or data 

broadcasted and how it is broadcasted, independent of number of devices receiving content. In 

turn this adds a level of complexity and therefore the pricing mechanism should reflect this fact. 

It is although difficult to clearly define these mechanisms due to novelty but should most likely 

be dependent on fixed parameters, which can be defined pre-broadcast.  

8.2.6 Key Activities 
For the MNO leveraging the business model it is essential for certain key activities to be 

identified and performed. To be able to deliver the value proposition it is crucial that the MNO 

perform activities regarding network management and customer acquisition and retention. 

Network management is an activity which is essential for the technology to be as beneficial as 

possible for the MNO since it can increase network efficiency if managed properly. This does not 

mean the MNO has to perform this activity itself and can instead be performed by a key partner. 

Although, the fact stands that it is highly relevant for the business model and technology to be as 

profitable as possible. Further, another key activity is that of customer acquisition and retention 

which includes service provision and support to attract new customers and maintain existing 

customers. This is essential to maintain a steady stream of revenue since the revenue model 

builds on recurring payments.  

8.2.7 Key Resources 
Similar to key activities, key resources are resources essential to delivering the LTE-Broadcast 

service to the customer segments. Among resources needed for the business model to be viable, 

three have been identified as key and therefore essential. The first being the mobile LTE network 

infrastructure since without an existing infrastructure the service cannot be accessible to the 

customer segments. As with network management, the infrastructure does not have to be owned 
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directly by the MNO but is non-the-less essential for the business model. Secondly, along side 

the infrastructure, a key resource is the spectrum licenses which governments auction to allow 

the usage of spectrum for mobile communications. This too does not have to necessarily be 

owned by the company leveraging the business model but is needed non-the-less. Lastly, due to 

the fact that the customer segments are mostly professional actors, which leverage digital signage 

to in turn sell their own products or services, it is important they “trust” the MNO providing 

communications. This makes existing customer base and brand key resources for the successful 

introduction of the service into the market. 

8.2.8 Key Partners 
When it comes to delivering the value proposition and maintaining the key resources and 

activities necessary to do so, there are two types of key partners needed in the context of this 

business model. The most important partner is the so-called buyer-supplier type. This is due to 

the fact that for the MNO to be able to deliver the value proposition in form of a service it needs 

to rely heavily on the LTE-Broadcast technology. In this case, the buyer-supplier relationship 

would be between the MNO and network infrastructure supplier. Not only is this key partner 

essential to gain access to the technology, it is also a crucial partner to make the service 

accessible, software-wise, to the customer segments. Additionally, other important partners exist 

within the digital signage market itself and should be regarded as partners to create strategic 

alliances, which serve as channels to reach the customer segments and stimulate adoption. These 

partners exist within the digital signage value constellation (see Appendix 3), more specifically are 

part of software and hardware portion of the digital signage market matrix (see Appendix 4). This 

is supported by the fact that market research (chapter 5) shows that these actors stand for 80 

percent of the market’s annual revenues and software (CMS) segment is expected to see most 

growth at 26 percent annually.  

8.2.9 Cost Structure 
The cost structure of this business model is relatively lean due to the fact that it builds and 

leverages existing LTE network infrastructure and does not require significant investments in 

terms of infrastructure to deliver the value proposition. As a result of the relatively low 

investment costs associated with LTE-Broadcast, costs directly associated to this business model 

are ones concerning network management and customer acquisition and retention. Costs 

associated to network management in the context of LTE-Broadcast will be directly attributed to 

costs regarding the overall management of the mobile network and will therefore be hard to 

isolate but should be taken into consideration when calculating overall costs. Moreover, the main 
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cost associated to this business model will be with regards to marketing and support in the form 

of customer acquisition and retention. This is again due to the novelty of the service and the need 

to maintain a strong relationship with the customer segments.  
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9 Scalability Discussion 
In the following chapter the topic of business model scalability will be discussed in terms of the business model 

proposed in the previous chapter and with regards to the findings from the market research and empirical data.  

9.1 Scalability 
Before being able to thoroughly discuss the scalability of the proposed business model one needs 

to discuss the degree of inherent flexibility the model brings in relation to the technology and 

service in question. As presented in chapter 3, LTE-Broadcast, as a technology, presents a 

plethora of business possibilities and if one takes that in relation with the model in the previous 

chapter it is evident that minor changes would allow MNOs to deliver similar value propositions 

to several markets simultaneously. This would therefore result in significant revenue with 

minimal additional costs for each market. For this to be possible changes would need to be made 

to the model, mainly within the categories of Customer Segments, Key Partners and Channels. 

With this in mind, one can look at the digital signage market as part of the total value LTE-

Broadcast can generate for MNOs and thus conclude that, from an MNOs perspective, there is a 

high degree of inherent scalability in the proposed business model.  

Returning to the digital signage market, the SWOT analysis in chapter 7 clearly shows there are 

opportunities for technology driven services like media delivery via LTE-Broadcast. Analysis 

indicates that there is occasion for devising conversion strategies to turn weaknesses into 

strengths and threats into opportunities, which can in turn be incorporated into the business 

model to create sustainable competitive advantages for MNOs. Additionally, market research 

(chapter 5) shows that the number of digital signage devices connected through cellular networks 

is expected to see a 40 percent increase annually and that overall market growth will be seen but 

in different degrees depending on individual national market. This indicates that the business 

model has inherent scalable potential due to the market in which it would be apply to. On the 

other hand, it is hard to evaluate exact value of the scalable potential since market size estimates 

vary roughly by a power of ten, between $1.27 billion and $13.9 billion worldwide.  

Market research also shows that on a global perspective the value proposition suggested in the 

business model will be more interesting to digital signage in areas where hardwire connectivity is 

scars and therefore more suited for certain verticals. This indicates that adjusting packaging of the 

value proposition for different verticals will also allow the model to scale differently in different 

markets. As mentioned earlier, one of the most suited market verticals would be transportation 
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since installations (in most cases) are done on vehicles, limiting connectivity capabilities, and 

since it has shown to be the fastest growing vertical for digital signage globally.  

Furthermore, market research (Chapter 5) shows that the bulk of the expected market growth 

will be seen in BRIC countries and based on this it is possible to extrapolate that the business 

model will be able to scale well in such markets. This can be attributed to a phenomena called 

“leapfrogging” were technological “leaps” occur in developing countries and a certain generation 

of technology is skipped to directly adopt more advanced technologies (Cascio, 2004). In the 

context of digital signage, a threat identified in the SWOT analysis – well-established hardwire or 

fiber connectivity – is not present or minimal in such developing countries. Therefore allowing 

the model to be combined with blue ocean strategies and consequently stimulate digital signage 

markets that are very small or non-existent. In conclusion, the business model exhibits varying 

inherent scalability depending on several factors but ultimately the model should be applicable 

for both current markets in developed countries and future or smaller markets in developing 

countries.   
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10 Conclusion 
The final chapter of this thesis will focus on summarizing the research at hand while answering the research 

questions in a succinct manner. The following sections will also attempt to answer expected critic towards the thesis 

as a whole and cover areas for future research. 

10.1 Research Questions 
Throughout the thesis presented in this paper two main subject areas have been of focus – LTE-

Broadcast and digital signage, a technology and a market respectively. These two subject areas 

have been linked by the following overall research question: 

How can LTE-Broadcast be leveraged as a viable business option within the digital signage market? 

To be able to answer this question, three sub-questions were formed. Therefore to answer these 

sub-questions as well as the overall research question, methods were designed to gather data on 

the overall global digital signage market and data on the Swedish digital signage market. For each 

of these market delimitations different methods were used and have been presented in chapter 3, 

Method. Moreover, after analysis and discussion it was possible to answer the question initially 

stated.  

Before this is done, it is important to understand what the thesis has concluded with regards to 

the sub-questions. The first sub-question was as following:  

What value does LTE-Broadcast generate within the digital signage market? 

A SWOT analysis was utilized to structure the data collected throughout the research process to 

identify the value LTE-Broadcast can generate within the digital signage market. This was mainly 

(but not solely) due to the strengths and weaknesses identified by the analysis. Therefore, based 

on the analysis, it is clear that LTE-Broadcast can generate substantial value in the context of 

digital signage. This value is attributed to differentiation a service based on LTE-Broadcast can 

bring which therefore include aspects of the technology such as guaranteed quality of service, 

multi-content delivery and content broadcast with dynamic properties. All while building on 

existing LTE infrastructure, which would make it easily available in areas where LTE is already 

established and therefore indicate low investment or direct costs attributed to its introduction. 

The analysis would also result in value generation due to insights regarding opportunities present 

within the digital signage market. Such opportunities are related to the lack of offerings for media 

delivery and lacking services catering to media driven businesses among MNOs.  
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Additionally, it is important to understand the overall value it can simultaneously generate for 

MNO in form of increased network efficiency and network offload which can result in 

significant financial gain.  

Does a viable business model for LTE-Broadcast within digital signage exist? 

Based on research done and data collected on the digital signage, both on a global and national 

perspective, it is evident that viable business models for LTE-Broadcast exists if leveraged by 

MNOs and if business model design take into consideration current and future market 

conditions. Due to this insight, the thesis uses Osterwalder & Pigneur business model canvas as a 

framework to explore how such a viable business model would be designed. The model is 

explained in detail in section 8.2 where the nine building blocks of a business model are explored 

in detail. Although all “blocks” are necessary to fully understand the complexity of a business 

model, the most important aspects to consider for a viable business model for LTE-Broadcast 

are the identification of the right customer segments, key partners, and specific value proposition. 

The business model’s viability can also be attributed to the high degree of differentiation the 

value proposition presents to digital signage market and low costs directly associated to LTE-

Broadcast.  

Is the business model scalable and where? 

Scalability is, as discussed in chapter 9, inherent in the proposed business model but varies 

depending on how and where the business model is leveraged. Key factors regarding how the 

model is executed are more specifically connected to the packaging of the value proposition since 

research shows that different features of LTE-Broadcast are more interesting to certain customer 

segments than others and should therefore be communicated appropriately. The model is also 

theoretically applicable to other markets as long as customer segments, partners and the 

packaging of the value proposition are adjusted accordingly.  

Moreover, scalability varies depending on where the model is leveraged. This is due to the fact 

that technological conditions and infrastructural development varies in different geographical 

areas of the world. In the case of the Swedish market, the value proposition, as previously 

mentioned, while differentiated is an attractive alternative to other mobile connectivity solutions 

it is not necessarily an attractive alternative to hardwire solutions since the availability of hardwire 

is wide spread. In developing or emerging markets, on the other hand, where technological “frog 

leaping” occurs, the value proposition can serve as attractive alternatives to hardwire solutions 

due to the scarce availability and high installations costs associated to it.  
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In conclusion, it is evident that LTE-Broadcast can be leveraged as a viable business option 

within the digital signage market as long as it is leveraged by the right actors (MNOs) and 

through the right business model (chapter 8).  

10.2 Recommendations 
While searching to answer the proposed thesis questions, this thesis has attained key insights 

both regarding LTE-Broadcast as a technology and the digital signage market. These insights are 

summarized below: 

Recommendations to Mobi le  Network Operators  (MNOs) : Research has clearly shown a lack 

of differentiated offerings for media delivery for markets such as digital signage. By creating 

differentiated value propositions focused on media delivery, MNOs will be able to seize 

opportunities emerging from changes in customer behavior and technological advancements 

within areas currently in the periphery for MNOs businesses. 

Recommendations to Network Infrastructure Suppl iers : For LTE-Broadcast to be adopted at 

large within different markets, designing differentiated services around LTE-Broadcast will be 

key. For such services to in turn succeed it will be essential that existing software and systems 

within the markets be upgraded or updated to handle LTE-Broadcast and therefore it is of 

interest to make such offerings available. 

Recommendations to Digi ta l  Signage Actors : Overall trends like increased interactivity and 

shift in advertising expenditure need to be addressed in software, hardware, content and business 

development. Actors that fastest can adapt to such chances and modify their businesses to allow 

more flexibility will be able to create sustainable competitive advantages. 

10.3 Critique 
With the aim to meet critique it is clear that this thesis has limitations and lacks in certain areas. 

As mentioned in section 4.3, the method used to gather data for a global perspective brings with 

it inherent limitations due to the fact that the process of data collection could not be validated or 

cross referenced. This has therefore resulted in an inability to draw definitive conclusions with 

regards to exact market size or expected growth. The thesis would have definitively benefited 

from a better collection of economic data for a more exact examination of potential market size 

for the proposed business model and value proposition.  
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Furthermore, it is clear that the fact that only one national market – the Swedish market – was 

investigated limits the data collected and insights achieved since different markets perceive 

different trends and experience different challenges. Investigating another market, such as an 

Asian market, would have been beneficial but lack of resources did not allow this.  

Lastly, while investigating the Swedish market, no telecommunications company or MNO were 

interviewed although several attempt where made. This can be seen as one of most significant 

limitations of the thesis since Bergendahl (2014) clearly shows that connectivity is a key part of 

the digital signage market matrix and value constellation. The thesis would have greatly benefited 

from such interviews and would have allowed a complete view and understanding of the Swedish 

market.  

10.4 Future Research 
As expected, throughout the course of this thesis several ideas and questions adjacent to but not 

within the scope of the thesis emerged. Originating from research on the applications of LTE-

Broadcast it would potentially be of interest to investigate how the technology could benefit 

within areas for public service. Can a service be developed to leverage LTE-Broadcast for better 

public service? Such a question could be raised with the aim to better mass communicate with 

areas where infrastructure is limited such as in developing countries. 

On a similar note, since research has shown that the bulk of growth within digital signage will be 

seen in emerging BRIC markets it would be of interest to investigate how digital signage will 

evolve within these markets. Which verticals will see growth and how till they develop? How will 

connectivity infrastructure affect the growth of digital signage within these markets? What role 

does “frog leaping” affect the development an adoption of connected devices? These questions 

could be considered when investigating the role of digital signage in emerging markets.  

Lastly, developing the business model canvas for MNOs within the digital signage market 

brought to light interesting aspects of how LTE-Broadcast can be leveraged. One of the aspects, 

which were unable to be explored in detail, is with regards to the pricing mechanisms. Pricing 

mechanisms play an important role of how MNOs conduct business and deliver value to 

stakeholders. This begs the question of how pricing mechanisms can be manipulated to design 

disruptive services. What is the role of technology when developing new pricing mechanisms that 

allow companies to capture value through a business model?   
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APPENDIX 
Appendix 1 – Companies Interviewed  
Company	  name	   Contact	  person	   Revenue	  (kSEK)	   Number	  of	  employees	   Country	  

Atracta	  (Aktiebolag/Sales	  AB/Holding	  AB)	   Daniel	  Holmqvist	   17	  928	   5	   Sweden	  

Brck	  Dgtl	  Outdoor	  Media	  AB	   Joel	  Fredman	   5	  013	   1	   Sweden	  

Clear	  Channel	  Sverige	  Aktiebolag	  /Sales	   Mikael	  Lavrell	   618	  711	   91	   Global	  

GeoSignage	  Sverige	  AB	   Johan	  Posse	   628	   2	   Sweden	  

Åkestam.Holst	  Intressenter	  AB	   Henrik	  Sjödin	   48	  152	   58	   Sweden	  

Image	  Media	  Channel	  Aktiebolag	   Bo	  Stintzing	   9	  944	   7	   Sweden	  

Stopp	  Family	  AB	   Marlene	   44	  809	   46	   Sweden	  

MediaScreen	  i	  Sverige	  AB	   Peter	  Liliegren	   1	  411	   0	   Sweden	  

TV4	  Out	  of	  Home	   Ove	  Hansson	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

Ubiq	  AB	   Anders	  Örnberg	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

Wallstreet	  Media	  AB	   Jonas	  Svanström	   82	  545	   28	   Sweden	  

(Allabolag.se, 2014) 

Appendix 2 – Interview Questions 
Name, Professional background, Current Position. 
Within what area(s) does [your company] work?  
How do [your company] work with Digital Signage? 
What value does [your company] deliver to its customers?  
What stakeholders does [your company] cooperate with? 
Cooperations? Coopetition? Partners?  
Connectivity?  
Hardware?  
Software?  
Content?  
Where would you place yourself within the value constellation of Digital Signage? 
Do you perceive any significant trends within the market? 
What limitations do you face today? 
Is there anything you would be able to do that you cannot do today? 
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Appendix 3 – Digital Signage Value Constellation 

 

(Bergendahl, 2014)  

Appendix 4 – Digital Signage Market Matrix 

 

(Bergendahl, 2014)  
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